
T-shirt quilt assembled with Quilt-as-you-go technique 

A Class for advance beginner levels 
Instructor: Ania Reich 
Contact info: tel. 336 251 8291     
E-mail: ania.reich@gmail.com 
 

Class Description: 

In this class you will learn how to make t-shirt quilt with quilting-as-you-go technique. The class is hands-on.  

We be cutting t-shirts, quilting and assemble blocks with quilt-as-you-go technique using narrow ½” bias tape 

(sashing). You can make any size t-shirt quilt on any domestic sewing machine.    

There will be three classes.  

 

Class 1 – cutting and sizing t-shirt blocks and planning layout of quilts.  

Class 2 – quilting blocks. It will be much easier to quilt small blocks than big heavy t-shirt quilt. Method of 

quilting: walking foot, rulers, or free motion. It is up to your skills and desire. 

Class 3 – Assembling quilted blocks with quilt-as-you-go technique using narrow ½” bias tape. 

  

It will be fun, easy, and enjoyable class. Sewing and preparing blocks takes some time but it is simple. You do 

not need much fabric for front of the quilt unless you want to add more fabric. How much fabric you need is 

to be determined based on size of the quilt. You can use pieces of t-shirts just as I used on my sample quilt. 

Before first class you need to decide what size of blocks and size of quilt you want to make. I will advise to 

make blocks between 10” and 15”. 

Supplies:  

For 1st class 
➢ T-shirts (bring minimum 4) 
➢ Interfacing (I like Pellon P44F, it is very soft and thin).  
➢ Marking pens 
➢ Rulers and Square ruler (best if square ruler is size bigger than your block) 
➢ Rotary cutter 
➢ Cutting board 
➢ Iron and iron board 
For 2nd and 3rd class additional: 
➢ Minimum 4 t-shirt sandwiched blocks (t-shirt, batting and back fabric) that are ready for quilting. Use light 
batting: cotton, or min 80% cotton (no poly batting) 
➢ Fabric for narrow sashing (it will be ½” finished bias tape) 
➢ ½” bias tape maker 
➢ Sewing Machine in good, working condition and basic sewing supplies 
➢ Walking foot and Sewing feet based on method of quilting you selected 
➢ Extension table (very helpful) 
➢ Thread for piecing and quilting 
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